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ABSTRACT
The Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) in a multi-CDN delivery
have variable requirements and capabilities. Multi-CDN communi-
cation over content steering server aims to address this problem in
real-time by allowing a CDN to manage its traffic load based on in-
ternal metrics via communicationwith other CDNs over the content
steering server while aligning with the standard. The communica-
tion process involves operation requests, acceptances, rejections,
or negotiations for client offloading/onloading. The paper imple-
ments this approach and utilizes power efficiency as the internal
CDN metric. We present the implementation details and the pos-
sible lifecycles of a communication process. Future work includes
the comprehensive evaluation and introduction of learning-based
approaches by predicting future traffic load and initiating commu-
nication process before the internal metrics catastrophe.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Multimedia streaming.

KEYWORDS
Content Delivery Network, Multi-CDN, Content Steering, ABR,
Green video streaming, Sustainability

1 INTRODUCTION
To deliver video content at scale over the Internet, the service
providers commonly employ multiple vendors, each operating inde-
pendent CDNs, with a focus on key metrics such as high availability,
fault tolerance, and minimized latency [1]. To address this growing
trend, known as the multi-CDN strategy, several methods have
emerged to orchestrate large-scale content distribution. Bentaleb
et al. [4] categorizes them as two: client-based and server-based.

In the client-based strategy, the player switches between suitable
CDNs or uses multiple CDNs simultaneously in a session. The input
of the CDN selection decision, based on a heuristic rule or a learning-
based approach, is a set of measures collected from the player such
as buffer level, throughput, video bitrate, and latency.

On the contrary, the server-based strategy involves a decision
point typically embodied by a central server. The technical commu-
nities behind streaming standards—HTTP Live Streaming (HLS)
and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)—have de-
signed a steering system, where every client regularly contacts a
central manager, known as content steering server (CSS), to get
instructions on which CDN to retrieve the content from [6, 9]. This
system enables an in-session switch betweenCDNs, as implemented
by Silhavy et al. [15] for DASH. From the client feedback and the
global metrics collected, for example, using Common-Media-Client-
Data (CMCD) standard [5], CSS can implement a load balancing

strategy to find a trade-off between long-term business objectives
and short-term Quality of Experience (QoE) maximization.

The current content steering implementations prioritize user
QoE and business agreements between vendors and do not consider
the varying CDN requirements (e.g., capacity and power efficiency)
over time [4, 10, 14]. For instance, network operators deploy private
CDNs in their networks to deliver the content of their pay-TV ser-
vices in priority, and deliver the content of third-party streaming
services only if some egress capacity is left. The capacity of a CDN
offered to the content steering service changes over time with the
fluctuating pay-TV traffic. The second example is the changing
power efficiency of a CDN, influenced by the number of clients
being served and the number of cache servers. Each cache server
exhibits load-dependent fluctuations. As Beloglazov et al. [3] refer,
about two-thirds of the consumption under the peak load is attrib-
uted to base hardware and software consumption even without
traffic load and the power consumption varies in the remaining
one-third based on traffic load. Barroso and Hölzle [2] define this
ratio as 50%. Figure 1 presents this in the cumulative power con-
sumption of a CDN with five cache servers. Mathew et al. [13]
address this per-server inefficiency in a CDN by energy-aware load
balancing between cache servers, yet the work lacks the global
power efficiency of a CDN in a multi-CDN delivery. Mainly, the
total traffic load of a CDN affects power consumption and the other
performance evaluation metrics [16].
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Figure 1: The power consumption jumping with steps at each
cache server addition. The jumps indicate the base power
consumption of cache servers and the other parts show a
logarithmic (yet, near-linear) relation with the increasing
number of clients.

Kara and Simon [10] proposed multi-CDN communication over
content steering server (mCDNcomm) to enable CDNs to commu-
nicate and fine-tune their traffic load through negotiations. This
fine-tuning is designed to be achieved by offloading or onload-
ing some portion of traffic (i.e., clients). While aligning with the
stateless content steering architecture in [6, 9], the solution claims
to enhance internal CDN metrics and address the evolving CDN
requirements, varying based on the vendor business model.

This paper demonstrates power efficient content steering by im-
plementing mCDNcomm and leveraging power efficiency as the
internal CDN metric. The correlation between power consumption
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and traffic load, utilized to calculate the power efficiency, influ-
ences the initiation or maintenance of communication between
CDNs. Our demonstration illustrates power consumption fluctua-
tions based on the number of clients served by a CDN and explores
different scenarios in mCDNcomm affected by dynamic power ef-
ficiency considerations. Figure 2 illustrates the motivation of our
work, inefficient utilization of the static throughput capacity due
to the dynamic egress throughput.
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Figure 2: The egress throughput of delivery service (solid –
orange) and available throughput capacity (dashed – blue).

In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 presents our work by
providing the mCDNcomm implementation details. We describe
the demonstration and the setup in Section 3. Section 4 discusses
the possible real-life practice of our work and concludes the paper.

2 MULTI-CDN COMMUNICATION
Multi-CDN communication over content steering server (mCD-
Ncomm) enables the communication between CDNs utilizing con-
tent steering within a multi-CDN delivery. Specifically, it allows a
CDN to tune its traffic load— either offloading a portion or taking
on additional load (onloading)— through negotiations with other
CDNs. These negotiations exclusively occur over CSS, the only en-
tity with complete awareness of the session. CSS holds the authority
to make the final decision on either offloading or onloading traffic
for CDNs while ensuring a coordinated and controlled approach
to traffic management within the multi-CDN ecosystem. Figure 3
provides an overview of the architecture.
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Content Steering Server (CSS)

Clients
Figure 3: Overview of the content steering architecture ex-
tended with mCDNcomm. The purple (solid) lines indicate
the communication between elements.

mCDNcommaddresses the dynamic requirements of CDNswhile
keeping the principles of the content steering standard. These re-
quirements vary based on the internal business models of CDN ven-
dors. Recognizing this diversity, a CSS tailored for each CDN con-
tradicts the stateless approach advocated in the community [6, 9].
Moreover, the reluctance of CDN vendors to disclose internal sen-
sitive metrics poses an additional challenge to the in-session ap-
proach, introducing complexities to align evolving CDN needs with
the real-time dynamics of content steering. Therefore, as illustrated
in Figure 4, the steering controller is integrated as a daemon—plug-
in— into both CDNs and CSS to align with the stateless architecture.
We employ Python 3.101 and Flask 2.3.32 to develop steering con-
troller.
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Figure 4: Overview of mCDNcomm, integrating steering con-
troller into CDNs and CSS. The purple (dotted) lines indicate
communication paths.

In the steering controller, two main processes work simultane-
ously: data fetcher and communicator. On a CDN, the data fetcher
utilizes Prometheus3 insights tool at regular five-second intervals.
This process collects dynamic metrics exposed by the control plane,
including the total CDN capacity, peak traffic power consumption,
the number of clients served, and the total power consumption of
core CDN components, such as cache servers, control plane servers,
traffic router servers, and switches. Then, it informs the commu-
nicator with a push-based approach. The control plane possesses
a comprehensive awareness of the session by monitoring the re-
sources (e.g., cache servers, traffic routers) and collecting metrics
(e.g., egress throughput, capacity) [11]. The communicator decides
to initiate and maintain communication (i.e., operation request)
with CSS, based on the data received from the data fetcher. It keeps
operation records, as well as the lifetime of the current communi-
cation process. On CSS, the data fetcher is utilized in a pull-based
manner, only when the communicator receives an operation re-
quest or needs to evaluate it. The communicator listens to messages
from CDNs and keeps records of the operation.

To enhance clarity, we designate the requester CDN as 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 .
Without loss of generality, the CDNs responding with accept and
reject are named 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛾 , respectively. Similarly, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿

indicates the CDNs that do not respond or respond busy.

2.1 Negotiation Outcomes
In this section, we present the outcomes of a communication process
to bring an overview without delving into technical intricacies. The
different outcomes are threefold: completed, rejected, or aborted.

1https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-3100/
2https://github.com/pallets/flask/releases/tag/2.3.3
3https://prometheus.io/
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The starting point of each operation request includes two steps:
First, the requester (𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 in our example) initiates an operation by
dispatching a request to CSS. CSS assesses and (possibly) modifies
this operation request based on some internal data. Then, the three
outcomes are issued after a series of steps, as detailed.

Completed Scenario. The conclusion of either a successfully exe-
cuted operation request or its negotiated counterpart. In a typical
completed scenario, the refined request is sent to other entities
(𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 ) capable of responding. Upon receiving the offer, at least
one of the CDNs, say 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 in our example, accepts the operation
request, either without negotiation or following negotiation on
specific terms (e.g., the number of clients).

Rejected Scenario. The conclusion of unsuccessful operation re-
quest or its negotiated counterpart. The refined request is sent to
the available CDNs. Upon receiving the offer, no CDN accept the
operation request, meaning that either𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 reject negotiation
terms, or propose negotiated terms that 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 finds unacceptable.

Aborted Scenario. CSS determines that the operation cannot be
fulfilled, either at the current point in time or after evaluating
negotiated terms. Additionally, if one or more CDNs, say 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿

in our example, involved in the communication process become
unreachable, CSS aborts the operation request after a timeout.

2.2 Power Efficiency as Internal CDN Metric
We employ the collectedmetrics to calculate the current and optimal
power efficiency, measured in the number of clients per watt. The
calculation step involves straightforward mathematical operations.
First, the power consumption of the entire CDN (𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑤 ) is deter-
mined by summing up the collected power consumption numbers.
With the number of clients being served (𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑤 ), the power effi-
ciency (𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 in clients/W) is calculated by dividing 𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑤 by 𝑝𝑛𝑜𝑤 .
Second, for normalization, the best-possible efficiency (𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ) is
computed by dividing the per-server capacity (𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ) by the
peak traffic power consumption (𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ). As the last step, we scale
the 𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 between 0 and 1 (being the worst and the best efficiency,
respectively) using 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 .

The scaled value (i.e., 𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 ) is utilized to calculate the required
number of clients to optimize the power efficiency of the CDN. We
present here our implementation but many other processes can
be implemented. First, based on the logarithmic increase in the
power consumption illustrated in Figure 1, we cluster the number
of clients distribution into three ranges: offload, onload, and opti-
mal. The optimal range is defined as the 10% boundary of 𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ,
corresponding to between 1 and 0.9 in the scale. When 𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 is
in this range, we keep the current state of cache servers and do
not decide an operation request. The offload range is defined as
0.3, meaning that when a cache server is loaded less than its 30%
capacity, the traffic should be offloaded and the cache server should
be turned off. For the onload, the remaining range between 0.3 and
0.9 is utilized. Any 𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 in this range is tried to be promoted to the
optimal range by onloading more clients.

During the communication process, CDNs also utilize the opti-
mization logic to simulate the operation request received from CSS.
They consider the 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑤 as 𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑤 ± 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 where 𝑐𝑛𝑜𝑤 is
the current number of clients and count is the number of clients to

be onloaded or offloaded after the operation request. They decide
to accept, reject, or negotiate the received operation request by
comparing the simulated (i.e., 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 ) and the actual power
efficiency (i.e., 𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑤 ).

2.3 Protocol
This section explores the communication protocol, building upon
the insights from the general presentation in Section 2.1.

Step 0. Initially, CDNs and CSS need to be informed about the
communication endpoints of each other. In our scenario, this infor-
mation exchange is facilitated through the streaming manifest (e.g.,
MPD or m3u8). These manifest files, disseminated by the service
provider to CDNs, also contain the address of CSS. Communication
endpoints are embedded into the streamingmanifest and distributed
to all entities involved, ensuring comprehensive awareness.

Step 1. The communication process begins when 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 deter-
mines the need to manage more or fewer clients, considering power
efficiency. To calculate the required number of clients to optimize
power efficiency as explained in Section 2.2, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 generates an
operation record (see Code 1) and sends it to CSS. The properties of
this record specify the type of the operation as in Table 1, randomly
generated unique 128-bit hash to identify the operation requests,
the number of clients demanded either offloading or onloading, and
operation status as in Table 2, respectively. The first three prop-
erties are transmitted to CSS via an Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) GET request as an operation request. To illustrate this step
of the protocol with our example, please refer to Example 1.
type: '', # Operation type defined in Table 1

token: '', # Unique identifier

count: 0, # Number of clients

status: null # Operation status defined in Table 2

Code 1: The operation record in CDNs.

Let us assume 50K clients in total in the streaming session, dis-
tributed between 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 , 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 , 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛾 , and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 . 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 de-
cides to onload additional clients to improve power efficiency
since it has the capacity for 20K clients but currently serves only
13K clients. It calculates the required number of extra clients as
7K and generates the operation record, { type: 'onload', token: '
027eb5. . .', count: 7000, status: 'offered' } and sends it to CSS.

Example 1: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 initiates an operation request.

Step 2. CSS possesses a comprehensive awareness of the streaming
sessions, including the total number of clients and their distribution
across various CDNs. This knowledge enables CSS to oversee the
feasibility of operation request and decide to further transfer it to
the other CDNs (𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 ). After receiving the operation request
from 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 , CSS initializes its operation record as in Code 2. The
first three fields of this record are the same as the ones for CDNs.
Differently, CSS also keeps the record of the CDNs that participates
in the communication process. The req_cdn field indicates the id of
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 . The other fields named acc_cdns, rej_cdns, neg_cdns, b_cdns
keep the records of accepted, rejected, negotiating, and busy CDNs,
respectively. If CSS recognizes the impracticality or inconsistency
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with current client statistics and/or business arrangements, it may
abort the operation request as explained in Step 2.1. Otherwise,
the communication process continues in Step 3.

Table 1: Operation types used in the requests and records.

Type Description
Offload Indicate the willingness to serve fewer clients.
Onload Indicate the desire to serve more clients.

Table 2: Operation request status shared from CSS to CDNs.

Status Description
Offered CSS received an operation request from the re-

quester CDN and offered it to other CDN(s).
Accepted At least one CDN is accepted the operation request

to fulfill the operation requirements.
WIP The operation request is being processed.
Done The operation request has been fulfilled.
Rejected The operation request is rejected by the offered

CDN(s) and can not be fulfilled.
Aborted The offered CDN(s) are busy or unavailable. Alter-

natively, the operation request may not be fulfilled
according to the current CSS statistics.

type: 'onload', # Operation type defined in Table 1

token: '027eb5. . .', # Unique identifier

count: 7000, # Number of clients

status: null, # Operation status defined in Table 2

req_cdn: 'alpha', # Requester CDN

acc_cdns: [], # Accepted CDN(s)

rej_cdns: [], # Rejected CDN(s)

neg_cdns: [], # Negotiating CDN(s)

b_cdns: [], # Busy CDN(s)

Code 2: The operation record in CSS.

Step 2.1. CSS decides to abort the operation request before offering
to other CDNs. CSS sends aborted to𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 via HTTP GET request
and updates status field to aborted. After this stage, CSS ceases to
accept any additional messages related to this operation request
thanks to status field. The informed 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 also updates its opera-
tion record and does not accept further updates for this operation
request. Meanwhile, it also puts itself in cooldown mode in which
it has to wait for default Time-To-Live (TTL) time before deciding
on a new operation. The default TTL value is defined in the service
provider and provided to CSS as part of the DASH Content Steering
Manifest (DCSM) and HLS Content SteeringManifest (HCSM) [6, 9].
The abortion scenario is described in Example 2.

Step 3. CSS extends the offer to others (𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 ) and updates the
status field to offered. Simultaneously, CSS informs𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 about the
status update via an HTTPGET request.𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 updates its record in
Code 1 by setting status field to offered, and awaits further updates
from CSS. For CDNs, the time threshold to abort the operation
request is defined as TTL, indicating that any operation request
should be completed within TTL time units after its initialization.
The example scenario for this step can be seen in Example 3.

Building on Example 1, after evaluating the operation request, CSS
realizes that 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 can not have more than 15K clients based on
the agreements between CDNs. CSS aborts the operation request,
updates its record with { status: 'aborted' } and sends { token

: '027eb5. . .', status: 'aborted' } to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 . With this message,
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 updates its record in Code 1 by setting { status: 'aborted

' }. The operation lifetime is concluded as aborted.

Example 2: CSS aborts and informs 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 .
In an alternative scenario in Example 2, this time, CSS evalu-
ates the operation request and finds out that 7K clients can be
offloaded to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 from other CDNs. Therefore, it offers the op-
eration request to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽,𝛾,𝛿 via HTTP GET request containing {

type: 'onload', token: '027eb5. . .', count: 7000 } while updating
its record with { status: 'offered' }. It also informs 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and
allows it to update its record with { status: 'offered' }.

Example 3: CSS extends the operation request to other CDNs.

Step 4. The other CDNs receive the operation request fromCSS and
initialize an operation record following the structure outlined in
Code 1. For the unavailable CDNs, the communication process ends
in Step 4.1. The available ones, i.e., not currently engaged in another
operation process, calculate their internal statistics and simulate the
offer, similar to the process outlined in Section 2.2. In the acceptance
case of the offer, the communication process continues in Step 4.2.
In the rejection case of the offer, the communication process ends
in Step 4.3. As the third option, as explained in Step 4.4, they can
negotiate the offer for their best interest.

Step 4.1. The unavailable CDNs respond with status field as busy
and update their operation record. Upon receiving their responses,
CSS records these CDNs to b_cdns list. From now on, for these
CDNs, the communication process concludes at this step and they
receive no further message from CSS. In our work, the status field in
the responses returned from both CDNs corresponds to one of the
values presented in Table 3. This step is exemplified in Example 4.

𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 in Example 3 is in the cooldown mode due to the previous
operation request; therefore, it initializes the operation record {

token: '027eb5. . .', status: 'busy' } and responds with the same
record, without evaluating the operation request. For 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 , the
process concludes at this step and it receives no further message
from CSS. In the meantime, CSS, which just received the busy
status, updates its record by appending 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 to b_cdns list.

Example 4: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 responds busy.

Step 4.2. Some of the available CDNs decide to accept the operation
request, based on their internal decision and simulation results, and
update their operation record. They send a response with status
field as accepted to CSS. Upon receiving their responses, CSS records
these CDNs to acc_cdns list. The communication process continues
with the CDNs recorded in this list. Our example for this case is
detailed in Example 5.

Step 4.3. Some of the available CDNs may decide to reject the
operation request, based on their internal decisions and simulation
results. They also update the status field in the operation record to
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Table 3: Response types used by the CDNs on CSS reply.

Type Description
Accepted The operation request is accepted by the CDN

and can be proceed.
Negotiating CDN is negotiating for the number of clients in

the operation request.
Preparing CDN is tuning the internal resources to deploy

more or shutdown some cache servers.
Ready CDN is done with the preparation and ready to

proceed with the operation request.
Rejected The operation request is rejected by CDN.
Busy CDN is busy to process an operation request.

Continuing Example 3, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 decides to accept the operation
request since offloading 7K clients leads a better power effi-
ciency, based on its calculations. 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 updates its record and
responds to CSS with { token: '027eb5. . .', status: 'accepted' }.
In the meantime, CSS, which just received the accepted status,
updates its record by appending 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 to acc_cdns list.

Example 5: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 accepts the operation request.

rejected. Similar to CSS behavior in Step 2.1, they cease to accept
any additional messages related to this specific operation request
thanks to this status field. CSS appends these CDNs to rej_cdns list,
after receiving their responses, similarly in Step 4.1. While the
CDNs in both rej_cdns and b_cdns lists do not take place in the
further steps of the communication process, keeping a separate
record of them helps differentiate CDN behaviors. For instance, if
there is an ‘always rejecter’ CDN (i.e., rejecting every operation
request for last 10 minutes), CSS might exclude this CDN from
future operation requests. This feature is left as a future work. Our
example for this case is detailed in Example 6.

Building on the scenario in Example 3, this time, unlike accepted
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 in Example 5, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛾 decides to reject the offloading of
7K clients since it reduces the power efficiency. It updates its
record and responds to CSS with { token: '027eb5. . .', status: '

rejected' }. CSS appends it to rej_cdns list in its operation record.

Example 6: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛾 rejects the operation request.

Step 4.4. In this negotiation case, CDNs utilize the calculation
results from Step 4 and anticipate a more efficient state . This leads
to the negotiation of terms (i.e., count) in the operation request.
This case is further detailed in Example 7.

Step 5. CSS receives responses defined in the previous steps and
updates its record outlined in Code 2. If it does not receive any
response in TTL time duration from a CDN, that CDN is threaded
as busy (i.e., appended to b_cdns list). CSS iterates the negotiating
CDN(s), if and only if there is no CDN already accepting the offer.
In the negotiation case, the communication process continues in
Step 5.1. When the offer is accepted by one or more CDN in𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 ,
the communication process continues in Step 5.2. When the offer

Continuing the scenario in Example 3, however this time, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽

in Example 5 does not accept the operation request instead it
negotiates. 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 calculates that offloading 7K clients leads to
a lower power efficiency. However, it also anticipates that if it
could offload 5K clients, the power efficiency would be improved.
Based on these calculations,𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 updates the fields in its record
with { token: '027eb5. . .', count: 5000, status: 'negotiating' }.
It also sends this refined operation request to CSS with the new
terms. CSS appends it to neg_cdns list in its operation record.

Example 7: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 negotiates the operation request.

is neither accepted nor negotiated by the CDN(s) and rejected by at
least one CDN, the communication process continues in Step 5.3.

Step 5.1. CSS iterates the negotiating offers and calculates the clos-
est possible cumulative number to the count value in the original
operation request. For the cases where the cumulative number ex-
ceeds the count in the initial offer, CSS modifies the negotiated
offer with the smallest count and negotiates with the corresponding
CDN. After having equilibrium, CSS offers this cumulative number
to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 to be evaluated. 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 informs CSS on acceptance, rejec-
tion, or negotiation of the modified offer. If accepted, the process is
similar to Step 5.2, but this time, CSS informs negotiating CDN(s)
instead of 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 . If rejected, the process is similar to Step 5.3, but
again, this time, CSS informs negotiating CDN(s). In the negotiation
case, similar to Step 4.4, this time𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 makes a counter offer and
communication process continues in Step 5. The negotiation mes-
sage exchange continues until resolved with acceptance, rejection,
or abortion in TTL time threshold.

Step 5.2. CSS updates the status field as accepted and informs
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 . Then, the lifetime continues from Step 6. In the meantime,
CSS does not communicate with CDN(s) which returns busy, re-
jected, or negotiating.

Step 5.3. CSS updates the status field as rejected and informs𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 .
For the next operation request, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 can use this reject informa-
tion to offer an operation request with more favorable terms. This
learning-based approach is left a future work. The operation life-
time is concluded as rejected.

Step 6. CSS sends start message to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and the first CDN in
the acc_cdns list, hereby also referenced as 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 , as illustrated
in Example 8. When 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 encounters any problem and becomes
unavailable, the communication process described after this step
reverts to this state and repeats the protocol with the next CDN in
acc_cdns. This ensures that the communication process can adapt to
changes or issues, allowing for robustness and continued operation
even in the presence of disruptions.

Step 7. After receiving the start message from CSS, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 start preparations. First, they update the status field: as
preparing and inform CSS. The preparation steps include deploying
more, scheduling shutdown, waking up from sleep mode, or putting
into sleep mode for the cache server, depending on the operation
type. Once the preparations are done,𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 send status:
‘ready’ to inform CSS. This step is exemplified in Example 9.
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Continuing with the accepted scenario in Example 5, after re-
ceiving the responses from 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 , 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛾 , and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛿 or waiting
TTL time, CSS sends { token: '027eb5. . .', message: 'start' } to
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 based on the operation record. In this example,
the record is as follows: { type: 'onload', token: '027eb5. . .',
count: 7000, status: 'accepted', req_cdn: 'alpha', acc_cdns: ['

beta'], rej_cdns: ['gamma'], neg_cdns: [], b_cdns: ['delta'] }

Example 8: CSS sends start message to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 .

In the ongoing example scenario, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 start prepa-
rations after receiving the start message from CSS. Since the
operation is onload for 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 , it may need to run more control-
plane servers, horizontally scale its cache servers, or wake them
up from sleep mode. Unlike 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 , 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 may need to reduce
its resources since the operation is offload from its perspective.
Once the preparations are done,𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 send { token:

'027eb5. . .', status: 'ready' } to inform CSS.

Example 9: 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 start preparations and send
ready message.

Step 8. Upon receiving the ready message from 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 ,
CSS updates the record with status: ‘WIP’. It also informs these
CDNs with the status. DuringWIP state, CSS puts this new load-
balancing decision into action by updating the PATHWAY-PRIORITY
list in the content streaming manifest (i.e., DCSM or HCSM). This
enforces count clients (i.e., number of clients in the operation record)
to switch CDN. Once the number of clients in the operation request
and the number of clients who return the modified content steer-
ing manifest is met, the operation is concluded as completed. CSS
updates the record with status: ‘Done’ and informs participating
CDNs (i.e., 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 ). The participating CDNs also update
their records with the done status. After this stage, these CDNs and
CSS do not accept any further message or update for this operation
record. Example 10 concludes our scenario started at Example 1.

After receiving the ready from Example 9, CSS startsmanipulating
the content streaming manifest for clients served with { PATHWAY

-PRIORITY: ['beta', 'alpha', 'gamma', 'delta'] }. Instead, CSS
serves the manipulated list in the manifest as { PATHWAY-PRIORITY
: ['alpha', 'beta', 'gamma', 'delta'] }. Once CSS modify the
manifest for 7K clients, the communication process is concluded.
CSS sends { token: '027eb5. . .', status: 'done' } to 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 and
𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 as the final message in the communication process. The
whole protocol leads ≈7K clients to switch from𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 to𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 .

Example 10: The operation request, thus the communication
process, is concluded.

3 DEMO DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
In our demonstration, we play a test video using the reference
DASH player4, sampling the latest content steering standard. On
the same page, we present the real-time internal CDN metrics (i.e.,
power efficiency, number of clients being served) and incoming
and outgoing messages during the mCDNcomm.

The demonstration setup involves one CSS, one player, and two
CDNs (𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 , 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 ) with five and one cache servers. We have
three configurations to demonstrate various mCDNcomm scenarios
as the response behavior of𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛽 . It can be either accepter, rejecter,
and natural, meaning that accepts every incoming operation re-
quest, rejects every incoming operation request, or acts naturally
and decides based on the internal metrics, respectively. On the other
hand, 𝐶𝐷𝑁𝛼 acts naturally in the operation decision.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The prioritization of power efficiency methods may diverge from
the practical needs of contemporary businesses, where profit often
takes precedence over environmental concerns. Studies like the one
presented in this paper, which prioritize power efficiency to reduce
the environmental impact of video delivery, may be considered opti-
mistic in light of current business realities. However, as highlighted
in previous papers [7, 8, 11, 12], impending regulations aligned
with sustainable development goals could make such studies indis-
pensable in the market. These regulations might compel vendors in
video delivery, including video service providers, CDN vendors, and
infrastructure providers, to meet specific environmental goals, such
as achieving a certain percentage of power efficiency or utilizing
green energy sources to a designated extent. Furthermore, with the
agile load-balancing nature of our work, CDN vendors and their
costumers can have more dynamic plans instead of rigid long-term
commitments.

The future work includes a comprehensive evaluation of the
power consumption and a better integration of the cost related to re-
peated cache server turn-off and turn-on, including hardware wear.
We plan to present the total and individual power consumption of
CDNs in two multi-CDN delivery services, one service employing
mCDNcomm and the other one not. Furthermore, extending this
approach with learning-based methods to predict the fluctuating
number of clients will enable more power-efficient resource scaling
in video delivery.

4https://reference.dashif.org/dash.js/nightly/samples/advanced/content-
steering.html
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